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ABSTRACT
crowd flight incidents from (mis)perceived threats are important social, 
psychological, and political phenomena that have been neglected in 
previous research. they are potentially deadly, economically disruptive, 
and individually distressing incidents that may result in armed police 
responses. Despite the seriousness of these phenomena, we know little 
about their occurrence in Britain. we carried out a systematic review 
using PRiSMA principles on the Nexis media database to analyse the 
nature of these false alarm incidents and the relationship between false 
alarms and other variables, in particular real terror attacks. ‘Urgent’ crowd 
flight responses, often called ‘stampedes’, were found to be rare, and 
resulted in relatively few serious injuries. Diverse public behaviour was 
recorded, and competitive behaviour was relatively rare. False alarm 
incidents were mainly reported in locations known to be soft targets for 
terrorism, and incidents were associated with the National threat level 
in the second half of the decade, peaking in 2017. they were also asso-
ciated with psychologically-relevant attacks in europe, particularly indis-
criminate islamist attacks, rather than right-wing terrorism. implications 
for developing a social psychological understanding of these events are 
discussed.

Introduction

On 24th November 2017, the busiest shopping day of the year, Black Friday, hundreds of people 
on london’s busiest shopping street, Oxford Street, fled from what they perceived to be a 
terrorist attack. london Ambulance Service reported treating sixteen people – seven were dis-
charged at the scene, and nine were taken to hospital – as a result of injuries from what was 
commonly described in the media as a ‘stampede’ resulting from a ‘mass panic’ (e.g., Reynolds 
and Pilditch 2017; Simpson 2017). Armed police arrived in a blue light response and ordered 
people to hide or clear the area. Shops, bars, restaurants, and transport hubs were shut as 
police searched for evidence of the supposed attack or assailant. After 90 minutes the Metropolitan 
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Police tweeted they were standing down their response. On 25th November, the BBc website 
reported that rather than an attack, there was a noisy altercation between two men at Oxford 
circus underground station that seems to be the basis for the initial misperceptions and distress.

Research on emergencies demonstrates that risk is usually underestimated (Atwood and 
Major 2000; Kinsey et al. 2019; tierney, lindell, and Perry 2001). However, in some cases, as 
seen on Oxford Street in 2017, risk is overestimated and (mis)perceptions of hostile threats lead 
to urgent crowd flight responses. Around the same time, similar high-profile false alarm incidents 
were also reported in Paris (Bartholomew 2016) and turin (lai 2020). these incidents are import-
ant social, political, and psychological phenomena. they are potentially deadly (de Almeida and 
von Schreeb 2019), economically disruptive, and individually distressing incidents (Robson 2019a), 
that may result in armed police responses. Yet, they are under-researched, dismissed as mass 
delusions (Bartholomew 2016), and conflated with disparate crowd phenomena such as 
slow-moving crushes (Alluri et al. 2017). in the absence of detailed systematic research, under-
standing is lacking of the nature of these events: their frequency, the risks they pose, how 
people behave, and the conditions under which they occur. these deficits impede effective 
planning to respond to such incidents, including government preparedness, messaging, and 
forms of emergency responses. they also mean that there is an absence of theoretical under-
standing of the incidents. this paper addresses these gaps by conducting a systematic review 
of cases of collective responses to misperceived hostile threats in Britain from 2010-2019 in the 
Nexis news media database.

this temporal scope was chosen to insure the feasibility of the research. the geographic 
scope was influenced by both feasibility and the specific nature of terrorist activity in the 
post-conflict society in Northern ireland (Ni). Ni data was excluded from the analysis for two 
reasons. First, only one false alarm was identified in Ni despite the Nexis search including 
Northern irish media. Second, the threat from terrorism in Ni is of a different nature to that 
posed in Britain and obfuscates important variations in terrorism in Britain. (we discuss this 
further in the materials and methods section.)

the review addresses two central questions; (i) what is the nature of these false alarm events? 
and (ii) what is the relationship between these incidents and real terror attacks?

Understanding the nature of false alarm flight incidents

Dramatic false alarm incidents involving crowd flight such as those in Oxford Street in 2017 
are often labelled ‘stampedes’ caused by ‘mass panic’ (e.g., Perring 2017, littlejohn 2017). However, 
this characterization is problematic for understanding the nature of false alarm flight incidents.

First, the literature on ‘stampedes’ covers a variety of crowd behaviour including running 
from a threat and towards a goal (Burkle and Hsu 2011; Salamati and Rahimi-Movaghar 2016) 
and relatively static (or slow moving) crushes and crowd collapses (Benedictus 2015; Ngai et al. 
2009; Alluri et al. 2017; de Almeida and von Schreeb 2019). conflating disparate incidents 
obscures their causes, impeding effective prevention and intervention.

Second, even where the term ‘stampedes’ refers to running incidents, these are characteris-
tically defined as ‘impulsive’ surges (see de Almeida and von Schreeb 2019 for comparisons of 
definitions). Unlike the more neutral term ‘flight’, the term ‘stampede’ presumes the psychology, 
and more properly belongs to the instinctive behaviour of animals rather than people 
(cocking 2013).

third, the problem of understanding flight as caused by irrational mass panic (e.g., Helbing, 
Farkas, and vicsek 2000; wieringa 2015; Salamati and Rahimi-Movaghar 2016; Perring 2017, 
littlejohn 2017) is that the rationality or otherwise of a given behaviour in an emergency is 
inherently difficult to judge (Bartolucci, casareale, and Drury 2021). Running has been noted 
as an undesirable risky behaviour in evacuations (van der wal et al. 2021; Kobes et al. 2010; 
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Proulx and Sime 1991; Shiwakoti et al. 2020). However, the risks posed by running – such as 
falls and collisions – can only be understood alongside the risk posed by the external threat. 
in the context of a perceived Marauding terrorist Attack (MtA), running may be an appropriate 
response (Kvamme 2017). indeed, this is precisely the behaviour encouraged by British govern-
ment messaging like the ‘Run Hide tell’ campaign (NactSO (National counter terrorism Security 
Office) 2015; Pearce et al. 2019). in situations of uncertainty, it might make sense to ‘err on the 
side of caution’ – by running away.

Finally, ‘mass panic’ explanations suggest that people primarily engage in uncontrolled selfish 
behaviours. Yet the disasters and emergencies research literature note a diversity of public 
behaviour during emergencies, much of it cooperative (e.g., Prati, catufi, and Pietrantoni 2012; 
wessely 2017; Philpot and levine 2022; Bartolucci, casareale, and Drury 2021). the variety 
observed suggests behaviour is chosen (rather than instinctive) and therefore controlled. this 
challenges assumptions of widespread, impulsive, selfish behaviour inherent in mass panic 
induced stampede explanations of crowd flight.

Accordingly, an accurate, evidence-based understanding of collective flight responses to 
misperceived hostile threats that goes beyond ‘stampedes’ and ‘mass panic’ discourse is required. 
central to this requirement is an understanding of public perceptions of risk.

The relationship between false alarms and real terror attacks

in the British context, recent examples of crowd flight to false alarms occurred prima facie in 
relation to the threat from terrorism (Simpson 2017; Bond, Macaskill, and white 2017). As such, 
there is an assumed (causal) relationship between the genuine risk from terrorism and collective 
flight responses to misperceived threats.

informed by expected utility theory, researchers and practitioners in applied settings seek 
to quantify objective risk through likelihood x magnitude matrices (Duijm 2015). this is our 
starting point for analysing the relationship between false alarms and terror attacks.

to understand the likelihood of an event occurring in the future it is instructive to look at 
how frequently it occurred in the past. the Oxford Street and Paris false alarm incidents took 
place in the aftermath of deadly terror attacks in england and France. A simple reading of these 
events is that public (mis)perceptions of hostile terrorist threats increase when the frequency 
of terror attacks increase.

the second aspect of risk in expected utility theory is magnitude or severity. the frequency 
of an attack may be less important for informing perceptions of risk than the severity of attack 
– that is, how many people are killed.

Risk perception is dynamic (loewenstein and Mather 1990) and is affected by media and 
government messaging (wormwood et al. 2016; Pearce et al. 2019). Mi5’s website states that 
changes in the Joint terrorism Analysis centre’s (JtAc) assessment of the terror threat level 
do not require specific public responses. However, increases in the threat level are often 
accompanied by government statements, such as those reported on the BBc news website 
on 29 August 2014 and 3rd November 2020. Furthermore, the threat level provides the context 
for news media articles (O’callaghan 2017; Greenfield, cobain, and Dodd 2017). As such, it is 
a key component in British government communications with the public about risks from 
terrorism.

Beyond the magnitude and frequency of risk, group membership has been argued to have 
an important influence on risk perception over a range of risks (wildavsky and Dake 1990, 
Spears 2010) including terrorism (williamson 2019). the indiscriminate nature of islamist MtAs 
compared to the targeting of minorities by far-right terrorists means the risk of terrorist attacks 
varies for different groups in Britain. Given the ‘clash of civilisations’ framing of the ‘war on 
terror’ (Sian, law, and Sayyid 2012; Sultan 2016), and the relatively recent acknowledgement 
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of the risks of Far-Right terrorism, (Home Office 2018), public perceptions of the risk of terrorism 
in Britain are likely to be dominated by the threat from islamist terrorism. this suggests there 
is an important role for assessments of group based self-relevance in understanding public 
perceptions of risks from terrorism beyond frequency and magnitude of attack.

The current study

in the absence of academic research on collective flight responses to (mis)perceived threats in 
Britain, we used a comprehensive search of news media sources to identify incidents. two 
central research questions were addressed; (i) what is the nature of these false alarm incidents? 
and (ii) what is the relationship between false alarms and real terror attacks?

to address question one, we characterized incidents on a number of features: when and 
where they took place, how people behaved, and injuries sustained. News media articles and 
contemporaneous video clips pertaining to incidents where crowds ran were coded for public 
behaviours. A codebook was developed from Philpot and levine (2022) video analysis of a train 
evacuation and evolved to accommodate behaviours at each incident.

to address question two, we analysed the location of false alarms. then through a series of 
graphs we compared the frequency of false alarms in Britain with: (1) the UK National threat 
level; (2) the frequency and magnitude of terrorist attacks in Great Britain (GB) and western 
europe; and (3) terrorist ideology behind western european attacks.

Materials and methods

Identifying incidents

A Google search scoping exercise revealed 12 separate incidents in Britain between 2015 and 
2020 that were prima facie consistent with our definition of the phenomenon under investi-
gation – collective flight response from a misperceived threat. this suggested that analysing 
the 10-year period 2010-2019 within Britain would both be feasible and provide sufficient 
variability to analyse potential patterns meaningfully. PRiSMA principles and processes (Page 
et al. 2021) were adapted and applied to the Nexis database, a comprehensive newspaper 
database providing full text access to UK national newspapers, to produce a systematic, trans-
parent search.

the search string False AND Alarm AND (crowds OR Stampede OR Flee OR Fled OR Panic) 
was informed by the initial scoping exercise. After specifying our search string, we used Nexis 
filters to narrow the search to include only UK news media (including Northern irish media). 
this search produced 10,000+ articles. the search was further narrowed geographically to europe 
(10,000+ articles), Northern europe (8,663 articles), then to the UK (8,467 articles). the timeline 
was then narrowed to 1st January 2010 to 31st December 2019 (5,250 articles). High similarity 
duplicates were grouped by Nexis, leaving 5,146 articles for screening. Headlines were screened 
for relevance to the study’s focus: collective flight responses to misperceived threats. excluding 
4736 irrelevant articles left 410 articles to be screened. Further screening of these articles to 
exclude real attacks, articles with insufficient crowd behaviour reporting, unreliable speech to 
text translations, further duplicates, and non-British incidents, left 169 eligible articles from the 
Nexis search.

Articles often contextualised the incidents by referring to other similar incidents. Further 
follow-up searches identified articles to both triangulate data from the Nexis search and identify 
articles on newly discovered incidents. the search term for the follow-up searches was the 
incident location, venue, and date. Follow-up searches revealed 457 further eligible articles. in 
total 626 articles were included in the analysis (Figure 1).
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The nature of crowd flight incidents

content analysis of the 626 articles revealed 126 incidents. Details such as date, location, injuries, 
emergency service response, and proximal cause of crowd flight were recorded in an excel 
spreadsheet (where data was available). Some sensationalist headlines using ‘panic’ implied run-
ning, but lacked behavioural descriptions of collective running and instead appear to refer to 

Figure 1. PrisMa flow chart (Page et al. 2021) adapted for identifying crowd flight articles.
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e.g., travel disruption. Other articles featured clear reports of collective running from a perceived 
threat. where articles featured clear behavioural reports of collective running, we sought confir-
mation of these reports through cross-referencing other articles on the same incident. where 
cross-referencing with other articles confirmed initial behavioural reports of collective running, 
we categorized those incidents as ‘urgent’. incidents without clear behavioural descriptions of 
collective running or where cross-referencing was impossible were categorized as ‘non-urgent’.

Public behaviour in the ‘urgent’ incidents was the basis of further in-depth content analysis 
of the text and video clips accompanying the articles (erlingsson and Brysiewicz 2013). One 
incident was redesignated a ‘non-urgent’ incident after content analysis of seven relevant articles 
revealed only two mentioned running, both citing the same tweet, while accompanying video 
clips also failed to demonstrate collective running. this left 26 ‘urgent’ incidents (250 articles 
and 124 video clips).

the video coding form consisted of ‘urgent’ incident clips broken down into 10 second inter-
vals. the presence of a behaviour was checked in the corresponding cell. News articles on the 
‘urgent’ false alarm incidents underwent content analysis in Nvivo 12. Both inductive and 
deductive approaches to coding were used (Rivas 2012). A coding handbook was initially con-
structed using codes from Philpot and levine (2022) (fleeing, investigating, freezing, continuing 
activities, recovering belongings, competitive and anti-social behaviour, searching for or helping 
others, and seeking information). As the data were coded, behaviours and definitions in the 
codebook were added and refined, resulting in the final codebook included in the Supplementary 
Materials.

inter-rater reliability tests using cohen’s κ were conducted on the coding. the third author, 
who had not been involved in the analysis, was trained in the final version of the behavioural 
codebook, use of the coding form and Nvivo. text from news articles relating to three incidents 
(11.5% of ‘urgent’ incidents) were then coded by the third author and compared against the 
primary coder’s coding. clips covering a further three incidents (11.5% of ‘urgent’ incidents) 
were also video coded by the third author and again compared to the primary coders coding. 
the agreement percentage for the text data set was 81%, and the κ was .79. the agreement 
percentage for the video data set was 74%, and the κ was .72 both are considered substantial 
(landis and Koch 1977) or good (Fleiss 1981).

The relationship between false alarms and terror attacks

the second research question addressed the possible relationship between terror attacks and 
false alarm incidents. First, the places (cities/towns) and locations (transport hubs, shopping 
centres, stadiums etc.) of false alarms were compared to real terror attacks. Next, through a 
series of graphs, the yearly rate of ‘urgent’ and ‘non-urgent’ false alarm incidents were compared 
to the JtAc assessed National threat level, and the frequency, and then severity of real terror 
attacks in Britain. these comparisons were repeated for western europe, with the additional 
dimension of the attackers’ ideology included in the comparison.

As the available Global terrorism Database (StARt (National consortium for the Study of 
terrorism and Responses to terrorism) 2019) only ran up until 2018, we combined this data 
with data from the eU terrorism Situation Report (2020) and data obtained (via email on 6th 
January 2021) from the Police Service of Northern ireland (PSNi), to complete the dataset of 
real terrorist incidents for comparison with false alarms. this data set can be found in the 
Supplementary Materials.

Northern ireland (Ni) data was excluded from the analysis for two reasons. the first is that 
the Nexis search only identified one false alarm in Northern ireland, despite including Northern 
irish media. intentional bomb-scares are relatively common in Ni; for example, there were 363 
hoax bomb alerts in 2010 and 339 in 2011 (Police Service of Northern ireland 2012). One 

https://doi.org/10.1080/13669877.2022.2049622
https://doi.org/10.1080/13669877.2022.2049622
https://doi.org/10.1080/13669877.2022.2049622
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possible explanation for the lack of results in our Nexis search is that people in Ni have become 
habituated to these incidents. Another is that false alarms are less newsworthy in a post conflict 
society where incidents of actual terrorist activity are plentiful.

Secondly, as evident in the Supplementary Materials, the large number of terrorist incidents 
masks important variation between the relatively low frequency of terror incidents in Britain 
and false alarms. the single false alarm identified and the different nature of terrorist threat 
was considered to obscure the analysis, and so Ni data was therefore excluded.

Results

On the nature of crowd flight incidents

the first research question concerned the nature of crowd flight from misperceived threats in 
Britain, 2010–2019. we found that these events were relatively rare. Out of 126 false alarm 
incidents over 10 years we identified 26 ‘urgent’ crowd flight incidents, defined by groups of 
people running from misperceived threats.

Injuries
Reported injuries from crowd flight were rare. More reported injuries resulted from the cause 
of the crowd flight incident (e.g., fights, exploding batteries, a car accident) rather than running. 
Four of the ‘urgent’ false alarm incidents resulted in nineteen injuries from crowd flight, sixteen 
were from just one incident (table 1).

Behaviour
the nature of the study precludes strong statements on the prevalence of behaviour at each 
incident. instead, the number of incidents that each behaviour was noted at is displayed in 
Figure 2. these behaviours are defined in the Supplementary Materials. we will not comment 
on each behaviour. instead, we offer three observations.

First, a diverse range of behaviours was noted in the urgent crowd flight incident datasets. 
while some people did run from misperceived threats, not everyone did. Many walked away 
without much urgency, others stopped and filmed, others investigated the reason for the com-
motion. in some cases, people intervened in the apparent sources of threat, such as a fight 
or a fire.

Second, less than half the incidents featured competitive behaviours like pushing and tram-
pling. incidents where people engaged in intense evasive actions such as vaulting escalators 
were also rare.

third, the articles and video data sources diverged somewhat. Running, screaming, crying, 
and shouting about an attack featured in text more than in videos. competitive behaviours 
such as pushing and trampling also featured in text more than videos.

Relationship to terror attacks
Where do false alarm incidents occur?. table 2 shows london and Manchester saw the most 
‘urgent’ and ‘non-urgent’ false alarms. the high-profile terror attacks in Manchester and london, 
particularly in 2017 suggest an association between where terror attacks occur (or are perceived 
to occur) in Britain and false alarms.

An association between terror attacks and false alarm incidents was also observed in analysis 
of the specific location of false alarm incidents. table 3 shows transport hubs and shopping 
centres were the most common locations for urgent incidents. As reported by the BBc on 1st 

https://doi.org/10.1080/13669877.2022.2049622
https://doi.org/10.1080/13669877.2022.2049622
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January 2019 a transport hub was subject to an MtA in Manchester while another later occurred 
in a Manchester shopping centre (Robson 2019b).

Do false alarm incidents relate to the national threat level?
there is some evidence that false alarm incidents were (imperfectly) associated with the UK 
national terror threat level throughout 2010-2019. Figure 3 shows a strong association across 

Table 1. injuries from ‘urgent’ false alarm incidents.

urgent incident location Date
injuries from  
crowd flight

injuries from 
cause of 

crowd flight Proximal cause of crowd flight

london oxford circus 29/11/2019 0 0 fight
Manchester arndale 

shopping centre
27/11/2019 0 0 fireworks

Manchester arndale 
shopping centre

04/10/2019 0 0 conflict between security staff 
and youths

london Waterloo station 02/08/2019 0 0 loud bangs
london Bank & Monument 

station
02/08/2019 1 0 fight

Manchester arndale 
shopping centre

13/07/2019 0 0 intentional scare

london Westfield shopping 
centre

26/12/2018 0 0 arrest of someone in possession 
of offensive weapon while a 
smashed countertop created 
a loud bang

stone Bluewater shopping 
centre

04/11/2018 0 0 Menu board fell over creating 
loud bang

london sony hQ 02/11/2018 0 2 knife fight
london southgate station 19/06/2018 0 5 Battery short circuit in power 

drill caused small explosion
london oxford street 26/12/2017 1 0 smashed window
london oxford street 24/11/2017 16 0 fight
london Westfield 

shopping centre
11/11/2017 0 0 fire

stone Bluewater shopping 
centre

21/10/2017 1 0 fire caused fire curtain to slam 
to the ground

london euston station 07/10/2017 0 0 a boy ‘activated the emergency 
stop button on one escalator 
while raising his mobile 
phone in the air and 
possibly shouting something.’

london natural history 
Museum

07/10/2017 0 11 car crash

london Tower hill station 26/09/2017 0 1 Mobile phone charger over 
heated and exploded

london euston station 29/08/2017 0 0 e-cig exploded
london elrow festival 20/08/2017 0 0 coughing from unknown gas
Manchester arndale 

shopping centre
23/05/2017 0 0 customer argument caused 

disruption
london city airport 21/10/2016 0 27 coughing from unknown gas
london Bromley intu 

shopping centre
26/12/2015 0 1 knife fight

london liverpool 
street station

08/12/2015 0 0 false fire alarm

london charing 
cross station

23/11/2014 0 0 fire on train

liverpool national express 
station

08/10/2014 0 0 collapsed african woman 
thought to have ebola

london chancery 
lane station

19/01/2014 0 0 overheating laptop

Total  19 47  
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2015-2019. After a small peak in ‘non-urgent’ false alarm incidents in 2013, a sustained increase 
in the frequency of false alarms began in 2014/2015 with both ‘urgent’ and ‘non-urgent’ incidents 
peaking in 2017, dipping in 2018, before another increase in 2019. the UK national threat level 
was raised in July 2014 and peaked twice at the ‘critical’ level briefly in 2017 before returning 
to ‘severe’ where it was sustained until 4th November 2019.

Figure 2. Behaviours at ‘urgent’ false alarm incidents.
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Do false alarm incidents relate to the frequency of terror attacks in GB?
A partial association between the frequency of false alarms and terror attacks in GB was observed 
– see Figure 4. A small peak in ‘non-urgent’ false alarms occurred in 2013 coinciding with an 

Table 2. cities and towns where false alarm incidents occurred.
Place non-urgent urgent

london 47 19
Manchester 14 4
edinburgh 5
aberdeen 5
luton 3
Glasgow 3
stone 2 2
sotten coldfield 2
Bristol 2
liverpool 2 1
Worcester 1
salford 1
Bromley 1
foleshill 1
east renfrewshire 1
Wrexham 1
Derby 1
Birmingham 1
reading 1
leeds Bradford 1
Dundee 1
cardiff 1
Weston super Mare 1
Bolton 1
harlow 1
Grand Total 100 26

Table 3. locations where false alarms occurred.
location non-urgent urgent

Transport hub 34 12
shopping centre 13 9
airport 11
Transport 6
entertainment venue 6
stadium 5
hotel 4
city centre street 3 1
shop 2
Museum 2 1
scotland Yard 1
Transport hub 1
Job centre 1
TV set 1
Grenfell Tower inquiry 1
nightclub 1
Tower block 1
Pub 1
library 1
Transport hub/shopping 1
event 1
university sports centre 1
office Building 1 1
Parliament 1
Transport hub/shopping street 1
Music festival 1
Grand Total 100 26
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increase in real attacks. ‘Urgent’ false alarm incidents increased in 2014 as real terror attacks 
continued to increase. False alarms continued rising in 2015 despite there being no terror attacks 
that year. while the 2017 peak of false alarms followed several real attacks that year, there were 
in fact five more real attacks in 2014 than in 2017, yet the number of false alarms in 2014-15 
was much lower than in 2017.

Do false alarm incidents relate to the magnitude of attacks in GB?
Figure 5 illustrates a relatively strong association between false alarm incidents and the mag-
nitude of terror attacks (as measured by the number of dead). Peaks in the number of people 
killed in terror attacks and false alarms were observed in 2013, 2017 and 2019. the 2013 peaks 
occurred during a relatively low national threat level assessment while 2017 saw the highest 
national threat level.

Do false alarms relate to the frequency of terrorist attacks in Western Europe?
Analysis of the frequency of terror attacks in europe visualized in Figure 6 shows two peaks. 
After a dip in 2012, a 2013 peak coincided with a small peak in ‘non-urgent’ false alarms while 

Figure 3. comparing false alarms and the uk terror threat level.

Figure 4. comparing false alarms, the frequency of GB terror attacks and the uk terror threat level.
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Figure 6. comparing false alarm incidents and frequency of terror attack in Western europe and the uk terror threat level.

the UK terror threat level was relatively low. A second peak in 2017 coincided with the peak 
in GB false alarms, deaths, and the highest terror threat level.

Do false alarms relate to the magnitude of attack in Europe?
the most severe terrorist attacks in europe occurred in 2015 and 2011. the large number of 
deaths in 2015 is associated with a significant increase in false alarms in GB in 2015, and follows 
an increase in the national threat level in August 2014. However, 2011 also saw a large number 
of deaths from terror attacks, yet this appears to have little association with false alarm incidents 
nor the UK national terror threat level (Figure 7).

Do false alarms relate to the ideology behind deadly attacks in Europe?
to summarize thus far, while there was some relation, neither the frequency nor magnitude of 
terror attacks in western europe were consistently associated with the observed pattern of false 
alarms in GB. However, examining the ideology of the attacks suggests an association with 
some attacks and not others. Specifically, false alarms followed the islamist attacks in 2015 but 
not Breivik’s 2011 right-wing attack despite the very high severity of the latter (77 deaths, many 
of them children) (Figure 8).

Figure 5. comparing false alarm incidents, the magnitude of terror attacks, and the uk terror threat level.
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A variety of ideological groups also committed attacks; however, Breivik’s attack most resem-
bled islamist MtAs which were associated with increased false alarm incidents. the absence of 
false alarm incidents following Breivik’s attack suggests the importance of group-based relevance 
in public perceptions of the risk of terrorism, beyond frequency and magnitude.

Discussion

Our systematic review of collective flight responses from misperceived threats in Britain 2010-2019 
identified 126 incidents, which comprised 26 ‘urgent’ crowd flight incidents, involving groups 
of people running, and 100 ‘non-urgent’ incidents (without running). Analysis of ‘urgent’ incidents, 
revealed diverse public behaviours, including both competitive and cooperative behaviour. 
Reports of injuries from crowd flight were rare. False alarm incidents were associated with an 
elevated official national terror threat level between 2014-2019. False alarms occurred in cities 
and locations either previously targeted or known soft targets. False alarms were only partly 
associated with the frequency of terror attacks in Britain overall; but peaks in frequency of false 
alarms in 2017 coincided with peaks in the magnitude of terror attacks in Britain (as measured 

Figure 7. comparing the magnitude of terror attacks in Western europe, false alarm incidents and the uk terror threat 
level.

Figure 8. comparing false alarms and the national terror threat level in GB, and the magnitude and ideology of european 
terror attacks.
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by the number of deaths). the sustained increase in reports of false alarm incidents in Britain 
in 2015 were associated with iS attacks in europe in 2015 (but not with right wing attacks 
despite their magnitude).

Here we discuss how our findings challenge ‘mass panic’ explanations of ‘urgent’ crowd flight. 
we interpret the increased number of false alarm incidents as evidence of increased public 
perception of the risk of terrorism which was calibrated to the occurrence of terrorist attacks. 
the pattern points to the importance of intergroup relations in understanding public perceptions 
of risk, suggesting areas for further research.

On the nature of crowd flight incidents

‘Mass panic’ explanations of ‘stampedes’ suggest widespread uncontrolled mindless movement 
of an impulsive crowd (Alluri et al. 2017; Quarantelli 2001). However, we found ‘urgent’ crowd 
flight to be rare. where collective running behaviour was evident, it was not as widespread nor 
uncontrolled as mass panic suggests. A considerable degree of diversity of behaviours was 
noted. Not everyone ran; some walked, others investigated what was happening, while others 
filmed the unusual event.

explanations of crowd behaviour in terms of panic suggest selfish competitive behaviour is 
widespread. However, consistent with findings from real emergency evacuations (Bartolucci, 
casareale, and Drury 2021; Kvamme 2017), our analysis found that competitive behaviours such 
as pushing and trampling were relatively rare, and noted the presence of cooperative behaviours 
such as coordination, helping, and comforting.

while running during emergency evacuation has been noted as a risk behaviour (van der 
wal et al. 2021; Kobes et al. 2010; Shiwakoti et al. 2020), we found the risk of injury to individuals 
from running to be relatively low. injuries from crowd flight were concentrated in the largest 
incident on Oxford Street 2017, and these were mainly minor and small in number. Most 
recorded injuries were as a result of the initial incidents that precipitated crowd flight (e.g., car 
crash, exploding batteries, or fights).

Since 2015, British government advice on how to deal with a Marauding terrorist Attack 
incident is primarily to run (NactSO (National counter terrorism Security Office) 2015; cPNi 
(centre for the Protection of National infrastructure) 2018; Pearce et al. 2019). indeed, in one 
case reviewed here police advice was to ‘run and don’t stop running’ (Bosotti 2017). As the risk 
from running behaviour appears to be low, and is in some cases recommended by authorities, 
it is not clear that crowd flight is irrational behaviour. indeed, as Kvamme (2017, 7) notes, 
‘flight… can be rational in a disaster situation’. A Marauding terrorist Attack could constitute 
such a disaster situation.

On the relationship with real terror attacks

the observed association between threat level and false alarms suggests a link between public 
perceptions of the risk from terrorist attack and security agency assessed risk of terrorist attack. 
However, the association only holds between 2015-2019. False alarms were not common in 
2010 when the threat level was elevated and small peaks in false alarms were seen in 2013 
and 2014 when the threat level was lowest. this suggests the public are not simply responding 
to JtAc assessments.

this difference in public responses at different time points may be explained by the increasing 
use of MtAs. the unsophisticated nature of these attacks require no specialist skills or equip-
ment, making them particularly dangerous, as anyone could attack anywhere. the uncontrollable 
nature of these potentially catastrophic events is associated with increased risk perception 
(Slovic, Fischhoff, and lichtenstein 1981; loewenstein and Mather 1990; Pearce et al. 2019). 
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Furthermore, as British government advice on recognising an MtA states ‘Often the first indi-
cation of an attack is people moving in the same direction forming a large crowd.’ (cPNi (centre 
for the Protection of National infrastructure) 2018, 9), MtAs are particularly relevant to crowd flight.

increasing MtAs in europe in 2015 (europol 2016) led to a reassessment of the nature of 
the terrorist threat in Britain. Government advice to the public was recalibrated and distributed 
on film (NactSO (National counter terrorism Security Office) 2015). Harris’s (2016, 6) independent 
review of london’s preparedness to respond to a major terror incident considered marauding 
attacks to now be ‘the new normal, particularly for attacks inspired by the so-called islamic 
State’. the increased number of false alarms from 2015-2019 arguably reflects this ‘new normal’ 
and may help explain the relative lack of false alarms despite the raised national threat level 
2010- July 2011.

consistent with loewenstein and Mather (1990) finding that, in some cases, public percep-
tions of risk are surprisingly accurate reflections of objective risk, both false alarms and the risk 
of dying in a terror attack in GB peaked in 2017. Furthermore, false alarms were most common 
where MtAs occur. indeed, on the 1st January 2019 the BBc reported an MtA in a Manchester 
railway station while another later occurred in a Manchester shopping centre (Robson 2019b). 
therefore, in a challenge to ‘mass panic’ explanations of irrational, impulsive, ‘stampedes’, the 
pattern of false alarm crowd flight incidents suggest public perceptions of the risk of terrorist 
attack are calibrated to the frequency and location of actual attacks.

the sustained increase in false alarms from 2015 was not straightforwardly associated with 
greater frequency or more severe attacks in Britain. However, it did occur at the same time as 
particularly severe attacks in europe. this evidence, and the association between false alarms 
and islamist attacks (but not right-wing attacks), points to the importance of considering how 
the attacks were construed in relation to collective identities in Britain.

Our data only permits speculation on this point; however, this speculation is consistent with 
arguments that risk perception is not only influenced by the magnitude and frequency of risk, 
but is also a function of group membership (wildavsky and Dake 1990; Spears 2010; williamson 
2019). As reported on the BBc website on 11th January and 17th November 2015, numerous 
solidarity demonstrations were held in Britain following high-profile terror attacks in France. 
the demonstrations emphasised a shared identity associated with attack from a common 
enemy (Bauer et al. 2016; cf. Drury 2018). they reflected online solidarity campaigns such as 
‘Je suis charlie’, reported on the BBc website on 3rd January 2016, and Facebook’s French flag 
campaign (Feeny 2015) which also emphasised a shared identity. As reported on the BBc 
website on 3rd December 2015, this common identity was formalised militarily as Britain joined 
France in bombing Syria, providing an official common enemy in iS. the attacks in France were 
salient, shockingly severe, and self-relevant to people in Britain. As such, they arguably con-
tributed to increased public perceptions of risk which was reflected in the increase in false 
alarm reports.

Breivik’s 2011 attacks in Norway were also shocking and severe. the Utøya attack was also 
a marauding terrorist attack. However, despite links between Breivik and the english Defence 
league (taylor 2011), the attack was arguably not as self-relevant for most people in Britain. 
Breivik’s attack was discussed less on social media by news agencies (Roman, Alkazemi, and 
Stewart (2020). it did not fit easily into ‘clash of civilisations’ discourse prevalent in British media 
(Sian, law, and Sayyid 2012; Sultan 2016). these factors arguably meant Breivik’s attacks were 
not construed as an attack on an ingroup including British citizens. Accordingly, it was not 
associated with an increase in crowd flight.

Strengths and limitations

A strength of this paper is the use of two types of data (news reports and contemporaneous 
video) to both produce convergent evidence and spot divergence. while there are limitations 
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in using media sources in terms of media interests, sensationalism, and framing, the combination 
of sources provided insight into the nature and possible predictors of false alarm incidents.

Our search term did not specifically mention terrorism. this can be viewed as a strength of 
the paper. it provides confidence that the association observed between false alarms and ter-
rorist attacks are not simply a consequence of our search process.

the exclusion of Ni incidents is a limitation. it is possible that there are meaningful regional 
differences as a result of habituation to hoaxes and actual attacks. However, without further 
in-depth analysis of subjective experiences we are unable to assert this confidently.

it should also be noted that, as media reports are skewed towards more sensational incidents, 
it is likely that incidents without group running behaviour were vastly underestimated.

Future research

Further research should interview those involved in false alarm incidents to understand the 
subjective experiences in greater detail. Further analysis should seek to analyze more compre-
hensive datasets (e.g., contemporaneous clips and interviews) in detailed case studies that can 
speak authoritatively to the specific dynamics and subjective experiences of why people run 
from (mis) perceived threats.

Further analyses should analyse how powerful groups such as emergency services contribute 
to unfolding dynamics of these intergroup situations. Shirado, crawford, and christakis (2020, 
13) found that communication within networks during emergencies ‘may work poorly as infor-
mation pathways for inconvenient truths’ noting that ‘in the absence of information, people 
spontaneously generate rumours, and networks can magnify this’ (11). the need for accurate 
authoritative information to reduce uncertainty is clear. Further research should examine how 
people, especially those in authority, communicate information about risk (Proulx and Sime 1991).

One explanation for why few injuries were observed in the incidents reviewed in this analysis 
may be that they were generally smaller scale incidents with less sustained running. Further 
research should examine the specific conditions such as scale and opportunity for escape in 
individual incidents in greater detail (e.g., turin, where 3 people died as a result of injuries 
sustained in a large crowd flight incident which began in a relatively enclosed square (lai 2020).

the media has a central role in informing our collective fears (Nickels et al. 2012; Breen-Smyth 
2014). competitive behaviour was more common in news articles than videos, whereas cooperative 
behaviour was more common in video clips than text. this imbalance in favour of reporting sen-
sational competitive behaviours suggests media bias perpetuates myths of mass panic. Future 
research should examine the role of the media in shaping collective fears by getting participants’ 
self-reported emotions, not just observations of how they behaved in these incidents.

these results are specific to Britain. the lack of Northern irish incidents highlights the dif-
ferences in threats faced throughout the world. Further research should examine incidents in 
places where different threats are faced. - For example, in the US, where the identities of ingroup 
and outgroup are different than the British situation, where guns are used more frequently, 
there have been both ‘active shooter’ attacks and a number of ‘urgent’ false alarm incidents, 
some of them at music festivals.

Conclusions

the present analysis has made an empirical contribution in identifying and characterising false 
alarm incidents and analysing public behaviour in ‘urgent’ crowd flight incidents. ‘Urgent’ crowd 
flight incidents, sometimes known as ‘stampedes’, are relatively rare in Britain. Public behaviour 
in false alarms is diverse. competitive behaviour is rare and appears to be influenced by envi-
ronmental constraints. crowd flight has resulted in relatively few injuries. the review observed 
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associations between psychologically relevant terror attacks and false alarms suggesting the 
importance of identity content in public perceptions of risk. these findings challenge mass 
panic accounts of crowd flight.
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